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Add a or an before countable nouns. Then rewrite in the plural. (In the plural a and an often become 

some). 

Example: On the table was a glass containing ……………………. milk and ……………………. water. 

One the tables were some glass containing milk and water.  

 

1. He gave me ……………………………… book which contained ……………………………… valuable information. 

a. He gave me a book which contained valuable information. 
b. He gave me some books which contained valuable information. 

 

2. ………………………………….. barber cuts ……………………………………. hair.  

a. A barber cuts hair. 
b. Barbers cut hair 

 

3. …………………………………… knife is usually made of ……………………………………… steel. 

a. A knife is usually made of steel. 
b. Knives are usually made of steel. 

 
4. ……………………………… steel knife does not rust if you leave it in ……………………………. water. 

a. A steel knife does not rust if you leave it in water. 
b. Some steel knives do not rust if you leave them in water. 

 

5. My friend likes ……………. bread with ……………… butter, but I perfer…………… jam. 

a. My friend likes bread with butter, but I prefer jam. 
b. My friends like bread with butter, but I prefer jam. 

 

6. You need …………… money to stay in ………… hotel like that one, but they provide…………. very good. 

a. You need money to stay in a hotel like that one, but they provide very good food. 
b. You need money to stay in hotels like that one, but they provide very good food. 

 

7. My sister always travels by ……………. train because she likes looking at ………….. beautiful scenery. 

a. My sister always travels by train because she likes looking at beautiful scenery. 
b. My sister always travels by trains because she likes looking at beautiful sceneries 

 

 

8. ……… doctor I know says that …… sleep is more important than ……… food.  

a. A doctor I know says that sleep is more important than food. 
b. Some doctors I know say that sleep is more important than food. 

 



9. …………… coffee should always be kept in …………………….. container with…………………. airtight lid. 

a. Coffee should always be kept in a container with an airtight lid.  
b. Coffee should always be kept in containers with airtight lids. 

 

10.  ……………. friend of mine always says that ………….. truth is stranger than   ………………… fiction. 

a. A friend of mine always says that truth is stronger than fiction. 
b. Some friends of mine always say that truths are stronger than fictions. 

 

11. I often see …………………………….. house made of ……………………… wood. 

a. I often see a house made of wood. 
b. I often see some houses made of wood. 

 
12. He designs ……………………. furniture made of …………………… steel. 

a. He designs furniture made of steel. 
b. He designs furniture made of steel. 

 
13. ……………………….. man I know eats ………………………….. grass. 

a. A man I know eats grass. 
b. Some men I know eat grass. 

 

A, An, Some and The 

Look at these examples carefully. 

A pen writes with ink. (any pen; ink is uncountable so a or an must not be used) 

Pens write with ink. (all pens: ink is uncountable and therefore has no plural) 

Please lend me a pen and some ink. (any pen; any amount of ink.) 

Thank you for the pen the ink. (the pen and the ink we know about) 

Now complete these sentences by adding a, an, some and the. Sometime there is nothing to add; leave the 

space blank.  

1. There was …………………… boat on ………………….. sea. a   /   the  

2. He was given ………. glass of ……. milk …………. piece of …… bread. a   /   * /    a  

3. ………………… milk is good for you, but ………… milk you gave me was sour. * / the 

4. He asked us to write ……………….. story and gave us ………………….. paper. a  / the 

5. ……………. story was to be about …………….. boy who visited ……………. moon. The / a /  the 

6. ………….. tigers and elephants are seldom seen nowadays but we sometimes see 

………….. snake. 

* /  a 

7. ……….. snake we saw ha………………… flat head and ………………… golden eyes. The /  a / * 



8. If we had ………………… rice, we could have ………………….. meal; …………………. rice 

is ………………… one thing we need. 

Some /  a / * / 

the  

9. We visited……… ancient temple and ………… fine new buildings, but …… most 

interesting thing that we saw was …………. old fort which in the old days   

defended ……….. harbour. 

an / some /  the /  

an /  the 

10. We could not go for …………………………… walk because ………………………….. 

weather was so bad; we went to ……………………………. cinema instead. 

a /  the /  the  

11. If you go for …………………………… walk in …………………………. rain you may catch 

…………………….. cold. 

a/  the / a  

12. …... best thing to do on…… hot day is to have…………… swim in………. sea. The/   a /  a /  the 

13. ……………. dogs and ………………. cats make…………. good pets but …………. 

monkey can be troublesome. 

* / * / * /  a  

14. ………………………. accident occurred when ………………………….. motorcycle ran 

into ………………… back of ……………….. stationary bus. 

The / the / the / 

the  

Or  

An / a / the / a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


